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Angebote Neuwagen Citroën Sonderangebote: Cash-Prämie und
eintauschprämie ! angebote.citroen.ch/Neuwagen

Wadia 121
Gesamturteil: sehr gut (91 Punkte)
Preis/Leistung: sehr gut

+Sehr kompakt
+Betörend natürlicher, detailreicher Klang
+Top-Kopfhörerausgang

Der Wadia 121 ist kaum größer als ein Kopfhörerverstärker. Ob er dennoch die volle Leistung eines Digital-Preamps
bringt, zeigt der Test.

Google-Anzeigen

Der Name Wadia ist nicht nur untrennbar mit digitaler
Audio-Technik verbunden – die Amerikaner haben mit
kühnen Alleingängen in diesem Umfeld schon für die eine
oder andere Revolution gesorgt.

Die wichtigste war freilich die Einführung von
Einschwingvorgangoptimierten Digitalfiltern. Mit
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leichtem Höhenabfall maßen die sich zwar schlechter,
klangen aber hörbar besser. In den Zeiten spiegelglatter
FIR-Filter-Frequenzgänge bei digitalen Audio-

Komponenten höchst umstritten, gehören zeitoptimierte Digitalfilter nun fast überall zum guten Ton und werden von den
Halbleiterherstellern sogar direkt in die Wandlerchips eingebaut.

Wadia 121: Ausstattung
Natürlich hat man bei Wadia das Know-how in Sachen Filtertechnik in den letzten Jahren ausgebaut und nutzt
konsequent die durch neue, leistungsstarke Signalprozessoren gegebenen Möglichkeiten. So kommt es auch, dass der
neue, Decoding Computer genannte, Wadia 121 mit einem im Vergleich zu seinen Vorfahren erstaunlich kompakten
Gehäuse in Größe eines externen Kopfhörer-Amps auskommt.

Praxis: Alles über D/A Wandler

Das ist gar nicht so weit hergeholt, denn eben einen solchen hat der Wadia an Bord – bei Gebrauch schaltet dieser
sogar die analogen Vorstufenausgänge ab. Diese stehen sowohl elektronisch symmetriert über XLR- wie auch
unsymmetrisch über RCA-Buchsen zur Verfügung.

Ausstattungsübersicht
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Mehr lesen

Übersicht: Alle Bestenlisten
Test: Standboxen ab 440 Euro
Kaufberatung: HiFi-Kopfhörer im Test
Immer aktuell: Jetzt Newsletter abonnieren!

Bestandteil des hauseigenen, mittels DSP realisierten "Digimaster"-Filterkonzepts ist die Lautstärke-Einstellung des
121, die mal wieder einen typischen Wadia-Alleingang darstellt: Während alle Welt mittlerweile bei hochwertigen D/A-
Wandlern hierfür analoge Präzisions-Schaltkreise einsetzt, die keine Einbußen an Signalqualität bei niedrigen Pegeln
wegen geringerer Quantisierungstiefe verursachen, zieht Wadia die digitale Lösung vor.

Kaufberatung: HiFi-Kopfhörer im Test

Hierfür errechnet das Digitalfilter das Signal zunächst mal in 32-Bit-Worte um, die dann, mit den Lautstärke-
Einstellungen verrechnet, direkt zum D/A-Wandlerchip geschickt werden. Für ein optimales Ergebnis lässt sich das
Ausgangspegel-Niveau des 121 dreistufig einstellen.

Wadia 121: Hörtest
Im Hörtest bewies der 121, dass er nicht nur ein schnuckeliges Kleinod, sondern in jeder Beziehung ein
ernstzunehmender Digital-Preamp ist. Vom ersten Ton an überraschte der kleine Amerikaner mit einem sagenhaft
natürlichen, völlig entspannten Klangbild: Er hatte es gar nicht nötig, die allerfeinsten Klangdetails herauszu-"arbeiten" –
bei ihm kamen sie völlig ungezwungen.

Seine Lust am Spielen ließ die Füsse fast automatisch
mitwippen. Auch das Durchhören komplexer dynamischer
Strukturen war mit ihm ein Leichtes. Besonders erfreulich,
dass dieser Befund auch für den Kopfhörerausgang galt.
Der nämlich war selbst allerbesten Hörern, wie etwa dem
Sennheiser HD 800, eine in jeder Hinsicht ebenbürtige
Quelle.

1.450,00 EUR bei 
Angebote  (1.450,00 - 1.450,00 €)

Das könnte Sie auch interessieren

Auch interessant

Wadia Intuition 01 im
Test

Restek MDAC+ im Test T+A DAC 8 im Test Drei digitale
Vorverstärker im Test

Sponsored

http://www.audio.de/ratgeber/alle-bestenlisten-im-ueberblick-1446275.html
http://www.audio.de/vergleichstest/vier-standboxen-ab-440-euro-im-test-1441861.html
http://www.audio.de/vergleichstest/acht-hifi-kopfhoerer-im-test-1370604.html
http://www.audio.de/ratgeber/jetzt-newsletter-abonnieren-1994390.html
http://www.audio.de/vergleichstest/acht-hifi-kopfhoerer-im-test-1370604.html
http://www.testberichte.de/d/link/linker.php?k3=2641&o_id=2--B009IH387S&me_id=2&ts=0&pa=2&p=323875&s_pa_id=1639&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.amazon.de%2Fgp%2Foffer-listing%2FB009IH387S%2Fref%3Dasc_df_B009IH387S17847848%3Fie%3DUTF8%26condition%3Dnew%26tag%3Dtestberichte_sub1-21%26creative%3D22566%26creativeASIN%3DB009IH387S%26linkCode%3Dasm%26ascsubtag%3D5533_323875&pos=5533
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Wadia 121  

Decoding Computer
By Jeff Dorgay

Far Beyond Expectation
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Much like phonostages, you can 
purchase an outboard DAC for a couple 
hundred dollars and it’s a great way to 
embrace computer audio. Outboard DACs 
can also serve as an upgrade to a budget 
CD transport.  Jumping to the $500 level 
brings more musicality and the ability to 
play high-res files, but going to the next 
level (the aforementioned $1,000-to-
$1,500 range) is very exciting and, in the 
opinion of this reviewer, where the game 
gets seriously intriguing.  Combining a 
computer source and a great $1,500 DAC 
with your choice of high-performance 
playback software (like Pure Music, Amarra 
or one of the other current favorites) puts 
you in close proximity to what would have 
cost $10,000 two years ago.  

Having used Wadia gear as a personal 
reference for years, I was excited to hear 
the company’s new S7i digital player dur-
ing a recent visit to Sumiko’s sound room in 
Berkeley, California.  Immersed in the sound 
of the $200,000-per-pair “The Sonus faber” 
speakers and two towers of six REL G-1 
subwoofers, driven by Pass Labs monob-
locks, I felt in familiar territory. Yet, when I 
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commented on how great the S7i sounded, 
I was instantly corrected. “That’s the new 
121,” a Sumiko representative informed me. 
So, in the context of a major six-figure sys-
tem, the 121 playing 16-bit/44.1-kHz files via 
a computer sounded damn good.  

Imagine an S7i with no disc drawer, 
shrunk down to Barbie-Dream-House size.  
That’s the 121—in general. It does use an 
external wall-wart supply, but that’s the only 
place Wadia really scrimped on the design.  
I’m sure making a super-high-zoot external 
supply would wring more performance out 
of the 121, but then it would probably cost 
twice as much. (Mod-crazed audiophiles 
take note: Sumiko’s John Paul Lizars made 
it very clear to me that the series 1 Wadia 
products would not be receiving upgraded 
external power supplies.)

Expensive power supply or not, the 121 
is a serious DAC—or, as Wadia calls it, a 
digital decoding computer—which quickly 
becomes apparent when perusing its front 
and back panels. Rather than work with the 
same chipsets used in many other DACs, 
the 121 uses Wadia’s patented DigiMaster 
circuitry to upsample the incoming digital 
data to a 32-bit, 1.40-MHz bitstream.  

All inputs accommodate up to 
24-bit/192-kHz data and the USB 
input is asynchronous.  

Wadia also built a head-
phone amplifier into the 121, 
with a 1/4-inch jack on the front 
panel.  Running the gamut of 
headphones at my disposal from 
Grado, AKG, Sennheiser and Au-
deze proved enjoyable.  The 121 
easily passes muster as a first-
rate headphone amplifier.  It also 
makes a perfect system for play-
ing music from portable devices 
when paired with Wadia’s 170i or 
171i iPod dock. The 121’s small 
footprint makes it an easy fit on 
a desktop next to your computer 
or on a nightstand for after hours 
listening.

                              ith a number of stratospherically priced DACs on the market,  

                            it’s exciting to see DACs priced between $1,000 and $1,500  

                          offering so much performance. Reminiscent of the horsepower  

                         wars of the 1960s, it seems that every time a new standard  

                       of DAC performance is reached the bar is raised even higher. This  

time, Wadia—a company known for decades for its innovations in the realm of  

digital audio and, more recently, for its game-changing 170i iPod dock—delivers 

world-class sound at a very affordable price tag with its new 121 Decoding Computer.

But what really separates the 
121 from the rest of the compara-
bly priced herd is its 32-bit digital 
volume control, making this a true 
digital preamplifier, not just a DAC 
with an attenuator slapped on the 
end of the output stage. Wadia 
includes a full-function remote to 
complete the package.  

The 121 is a perfect example 
of the dividends reaped when 
a company building top-shelf 
products applies its expertise to 
something at this level. “We in-
corporated as much functionality 
as we could into the 121,” notes 
Wadia CEO John Schaffer. “We 
didn’t want to just put a few DAC 
chips on the board and slap a 
Wadia badge on the front.” 

Back at the Mothership

It’s tough to argue with the per-
formance heard at Sumiko, as 
the system was one of the best 
I’ve heard, but it’s always good 
to audition gear in familiar sur-
roundings. Plugged into my main 
reference system, comparing it 
directly to the Wadia 381i that I’ve 
owned for some time now, re-
veals the difference between the 
big box and the 121.  

While it is unfair to compare 
the 121 to the $10K 381i, it’s fas-
cinating to witness how much 
performance Wadia has been 
able to squeeze into this diminu-
tive box, which is the exact same 
size as the 170i and 171i iPod 
docks. (continued)
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When listening closely to the finger 
snaps in Giant Giant Sand’s “Ready or 
Not” (from the Tucson album) it is clear 
that the 381i delivers greater amounts of 
air and a longer-lasting decay, but the 
121 handles the tonality amazingly well, 
while also presenting a big soundstage. 
When listening casually to less-than-
stellar program material, and not directly 
in the sweet spot, it’s easy to confuse 
the 121 for something much more ex-
pensive.

The 121 validates itself instantly 
when listening to how it delivers classi-
cal or acoustic music.  Spinning Itzhak 
Perlman’s Live in the Fiddler’s House 
instantly reveals this DAC’s ability to 
convincingly render the violin. You can 
hear Perlman gently fingering the violin, 
with way more texture than you would 
expect at this price point and with 
ample air and decay.  It’s easy to forget 
what you are missing until switching to 
the 381i.  Yet, once switching back from 
the big-bucks DAC, the 121 continues 
to satisfy. And this is in the context of a 

six-figure system, made up of all Audio 
Research reference components.  

Placing the 121 in a system com-
prised of appropriately priced compo-
nents—a PrimaLuna ProLogue Pre-
mium integrated amplifier and a pair of 
Vienna Acoustics Mozart speakers—is 
the right move. High-resolution digital 
files via a MacBook Air and Amarra 
software meet or exceed the musicality 
delivered by similarly priced turntables 
on hand.

Blasting through a series of Blue 
Note XRCDs uncovers the same level 
of tonality:  Drums have the proper 
amount of attack and the standup bass 
is weighty as well as defined.  Wynton 
Kelly’s piano on Hank Mobley’s Soul 
Station floats in between the speakers, 
defined in it’s own space.  It’s not so 
much the jump between the $10K DAC 
and the 121 that’s tough to swallow; 
it’s going back to a budget DAC after 
listening to the 121 that proves there’s 
just no music in the inexpensive stuff—
no life, no air, etc. (continued)
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Compare and Contrast

The fairest comparisons for the 121 
are the amazing Rega DAC for $995 
and the Benchmark DAC1 USB at 
$1,195, especially given that the 
Benchmark can be used as a pream-
plifier. It features a volume control (al-
beit an analog volume control, where 
the 121’s volume control operates in 
the digital domain) and headphone 
output. All three DACs can handle 
24-bit/192-kHz files. Although neither 
DAC adds romance or sterility to the 
sound, the Rega has a slightly warm-
er, more romantic sound, while the 
Benchmark is straight-up—it’s a great 
“just the facts, ma’am” kind of DAC.

The 121 is closer to the Bench-
mark in tonality than the Rega, and 
each will appeal to a certain listener, 
but the Wadia’s edge is three-fold:  It 
has the widest dynamic range, more 
low-level-detail retrieval and more 
weight in the LF spectrum than the 
other two—again, very similar to my 
381i. Having lived with Wadia digital 
players for many years, I can tell you 
that the big, dynamic, weighty feel 
that Wadia DACs produce is easily 
recognizable—which is also the case 
with the 121.

In terms of connectivity, the TOS-
LINK input provided a slightly less-
resolving presentation than the oth-
ers, though it was still impressive and 
handy, should you have an older CD 
player that you would like to perk up. 
A vintage Sony ES player, only having 
a TOSLINK output, showed a marked 
improvement via the digital output 
and the 121. Comparing USB, SPDIF 
and the AES/EBU connections via 
24/192 tracks, courtesy of the Auren-
der S10 server, revealed no anomalies 
between connections. This plethora 
of inputs makes it easy to switch 

between a transport, music server 
and digital files on an iPod/iPhone via 
a Wadia dock—which makes the 121 
perfect for the digital music lover with 
multiple sources. 

All You need

As great as the 121 performs in DAC 
mode, it’s the perfect hub for your 
music system. The DigiMaster volume 
control is effective and sonically trans-
parent, all the way down to the lowest 
range.  If there was some degradation 
of the original signal, we weren’t hear-
ing it when I assembled the troops for 
a listening session.  

Thanks to TOSLINK, BNC, RCA, 
AES/EBU and an asynchronous USB 
input, there are no limitations to what 
the 121 can use as a source.  We 
achieved excellent results using a 
Mac mini and MacBook Air, both 
running the latest version of Amarra; 
Wadia’s own 171i dock with an iPhone 
4S; and an old Pioneer CD player as 
a transport.  The only thing keeping 
the 121 from appealing universally is 
its lack of a single analog input, which 
Benchmark incorporated into its 
highest-end version of the DAC1 PRE. 
Including a single analog input gives 
someone wanting to integrate analog 
into their system the option to use the 
121 as a full-function preamplifier. For 
now, the 121 performs this task per-
fectly in an all-digital system.

The 121 does have fully balanced 
analog outputs that handle long cable 
lengths admirably.  The 121 has no 
problem with a 20-foot length of AVID 
SCT cable running from the rack to 
a bevy of awaiting power amplifiers. 
Even terminating the amplifier end of 
the cable, with a Cardas balanced-
to-RCA adaptor, was no problem. 
(continued)
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We paired the 121 with at 
least a dozen amplifiers, including 
tube, solid-state and class-D, 
and they all work equally well in 
terms of frequency range and 
drive.  However, this tube-lover 
favors the 121 with a number 
of low-power vacuum-tube 
amplifiers when using it strictly 
as a preamplifier.  Personal bias 
admitted, a touch of tubeyness 
goes a long way with digital 
sources.  

Paired with the 121, the 
updated Conrad-Johnson 
MV50 tube power amplifier 
and Dynaudio Confidence C1 II 
speakers make for a fantastic, 
all-digital system, with more 
than enough resolution to easily 
discern between Red Book and 
high-resolution digital files, and 
compare various Amarra settings. 
The 121 was no slouch driving 
the mighty Burmester 911 power 
amplifier directly; though, at this 
level, I did prefer having an active 
preamplifier in the signal path. 
The bottom line: With the 121, 
we have a $1,295 DAC that can 
hang with some pretty expensive 
company.

This is why we’ve determined 
that the Wadia 121 is more than 
worthy of one of our Exceptional 
Value Awards for 2012. Whether 
seeking a high performance 
DAC or a fully functioning digital 
preamplifier to build your system 
around, your search is over.

The Wadia 121
MSRP: $1,295
www.wadia.com

F E A T U R E
INTRODUCING THE NEW TOTEM ELEMENT SERIES

The Totem Element Series is in perfect balance between art and science. 
Streamlined for all musical genre, it conveys conviction and honesty, while 

offering enormous scale and presence. Revolutionary in its conception, 
the Totem Element Series is a true evolutionary step in sound design.

 

Discover yours at totemacoustic.com

http://www.wadia.com
http://www.totemacoustic.com
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Upon first look it’s easy to see the Wadia 121’s resemblance to other components in Wadia’s "mini”
line, including the 171i i-Pod dock and 151 PowerDAC. Like these other components, the 121 was
designed for use in a computer-audio system where it functions as a digital preamp, DAC, and
headphone amp. The 121 has multiple digital inputs for AES/EBU, S/PDIF (both coaxial and BNC),
TosLink, and USB 2.0. It includes two sets of analog outputs—one set of single-ended RCA and one
set of balanced XLR. The 121 also has a !" stereo headphone output with its own separate amplifier
and power supply on the front panel.

All control functions on the Wadia 121 are operated via its remote. In fact, without the remote there’s
little you can do with the 121 since it has no buttons, switches, or knobs on its front (or rear) panel.
Only indicator LEDs and the headphone jack populate the faceplate of the 121. With no controls on the
front panel, the unit is inoperable if you lose your remote. So, don’t lose your remote.

The Wadia 121 is a completely digital device with no analog inputs. It uses a 32-bit digital volume
control, so all attenuation is also done in the digital domain. Every digital volume control will truncate
bit-length (and musical data) if it is used at its very lowest settings. To reduce this effect the Wadia’s
maximum output level can be adjusted from 4.0V down to 2.0V or even 1.0V, so that at normal listening
levels the volume control can be set near its maximum level. On my desktop the 1V setting (using the
balanced XLR outputs) was just right.

Since both analog outputs are active simultaneously, hooking up a subwoofer is as easy as connecting
a pair of RCA cables between the 121 and the sub. If you require a second, independent line-level
output, you can use the front-panel headphone jack. Like many DAC/preamps with headphone jacks
on the front panel, when you plug in a headphone the line-level outputs on the back of the unit are
muted. But the Wadia goes one better than most DAC/preamps because the 121 stores and
remembers the separate volume settings for the headphone and line-level outputs. This prevents the
dreaded “Honey, I just blew out my ears when I plugged in my earphones” syndrome.

The Wadia 121 supports up to 192/24 PCM files via its AES/EBU, S/PDIF, and USB inputs. For Mac
users the USB input is plug and play, but for PC owners a new driver must be installed to support USB
2.0 capabilities. Whether Windows 8 will support USB 2.0 via built-in drivers is yet to be seen. On a
Mac, if you open up the MIDI control panel you will see the Wadia 121 listed as “Wadia USB Audio 2.0.”
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Under “Clock Source” the control panel reads “Wadia Internal Clock.” This last bit of info corroborates
the presence of Wadia’s internal asynchronous USB clocking. Combined with its proprietary
“DigiMaster algorithm and filtering technology” Wadia claims “jitter-free playback” from all digital music
sources.

In lieu of a detailed technical description of the 121, I asked Wadia’s John Schaffer a series of technical
questions about the 121. You’ll find his detailed answers in a separate Q&A box.

What a 121 Does

For most of the review the Wadia 121 was tethered to my Mac Pro desktop computer via USB. I also
employed several outboard USB-to-S/PDIF converters connected to the 121’s S/PDIF inputs. I used
both sets of analog outputs, the balanced pair for my speaker amps and the unbalanced pair going to
the subwoofer and a Stax headphone amplifier.

During the review the Wadia 121 proved to be stable and reliable. My Mac Pro never had any
connectivity issues upon wake-ups or reboots. The only operational glitch I noticed with the Wadia 121
was a high sensitivity to static electricity. Merely getting up from my desk chair and walking several
steps and then returning to my desk was sufficient to generate a click from the 121’s relays when I
touched my keyboard, headphones, or the Wadia itself. Sometimes, if music was playing, the static
was sufficient to cause a momentary gap in the playback.

Given that winter in Colorado is a fairly dry, high-static environment, and the fact that the static
discharges never caused anything more than momentary dropouts, I doubt most users will experience
a similar problem. But if you do have static build-up issues, a static drain pad next to your computer
will eliminate this problem.

How a Wadia 121 Sounds

Given the current state of the art in DACs, expecting a particular current-generation DAC to have a
strong “sonic personality” that varies substantially from neutral is an exercise in futility. That doesn’t
mean that all DACs now sound the same, but the sonic variations between them, especially when given
a signal with identical jitter and time-domain characteristics, is certainly far less than it was even a
scant few years ago. 

The first listening sessions I performed with the Wadia 121 were to compare its USB implementation
with that of an outboard USB-to-S/PDIF converter box. I used both the Empirical Audio Off-Ramp 5
with the Short-Block USB filter and the Human Audio Tabla USB converters and found that the three
USB streams did sound slightly different through the Wadia 121. My preference was the Off-Ramp
5/Short Block combo, which consistently produced a slightly deeper and better defined soundstage.

Onthe Punch Brothers’ latest CD Ahoy! Chris Thile’s Gibson Lloyd Loar mandolin’s characteristic
tonality and dynamic verve came through with the least amount of electronic grain with the Off-Ramp.
The Tabla and Wadia’s own built-in USB implementation were virtually identical, and they were a very
close second to the Off-Ramp, lacking only the smallest amount of spatial precision and detail in
comparison.

Obviously one of Wadia 121’s prime competitors is the Wyred4Sound DAC 2 ($1495), so for my next
A/B test I connected two USB feeds from the Empirical Audio Off- Ramp to these two DACs and
listened to the results. Since the Off-Ramp doesn’t have two identical S/PDIF outputs, I gave the Wadia
the RCA S/PDIF and the Wyred4Sound got the AES/EBU and I2S connections. After several days of
matched-level A/B tests (and switching USB inputs) I was forced to conclude that when fed the same
signal from the Off-Ramp, the two DACs sounded virtually identical. The only time I heard a discernable
difference between the two DACs was when the Wyred4Sound was fed the I S while the Wadia got the
S/PDIF. I felt that the Wyred4Sound with I S had slightly better edge definition and the trailing edges of
transients seemed to be more distinct.

But just because these two DACs sounded alike when fed the same signal doesn’t mean they sounded
indistinguishable. When I A/B’d the two DACs’ own built-in “native” USB implementations I preferred
the Wadia 121. It had a slightly smoother and seemingly more nuanced dimensional presentation with a
less mechanical character. I noticed the differences more on classical recordings, such as Benjamin
Zander’s interpretation of Mahler’s First Symphony on Telarc, than on pop or rock recordings. Both
DACs had equal amounts of inner detail and musical information, but the Wadia 121 did a better job of
defining each instrument’s outer edges and fleshing out its relative dimensions within the soundstage.
When connected to the April Music Eximus S1 power amplifiers the Wadia 121 had almost as much
detail and three-dimensional imaging specificity as the NuForce DDA-100 digital integrated amplifier,
which is my current reference for these particular performance parameters.

Speaking of NuForce, its DAC-100 ($1095) proved to be a worthy competitor for the Wadia 121. Using
their native USB implementations I thought the NuForce and Wadia were extremely close in sound
quality with the edge going to the Wadia 121 (using its balanced analog outputs) due to its more
incisive micro-dynamics. While the two units were quite similar in sound quality, their ergonomics were
different—the DAC-100 lacked balanced XLR outputs, and had only four inputs, compared to the Wadia
121’s five. Cosmetically, the Wadia looked and felt more upscale, like a miniature high-end component,
while the DAC-100 looked and felt more budget-constrained in comparison.
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Since Wadia devoted so much effort to designing and then tweaking the 121’s headphone amplifier
section, I spent quite a bit of time listening to it through a wide range of earphones so that I could, in
the words of TAS’s founder, “Take a full measure of its greatness.” Even with the most sensitive
low-impedance earbuds the Wadia’s headphone amp was dead silent without any hums, whistles, or
whines. It was also a very-good-sounding headphone amplifier. Compared to the Fiio E17 portable
headphone amplifier ($150) the 121’s headphone output was more robust with greater dynamic
contrast, warmth, and inner detail.

To find a worthy sonic competitor for the Wadia 121’s headphone amplifier I had to move up in price to
the new IFI Micro iCAN from Abington Musical Research ($249). With both the Beyer DT-880 and
Ultimate Ears In Ear Reference Monitors the Wadia 121 came out on top, but not by much. The Wadia
created a slightly larger soundstage and had better dynamic contrast than the IFI amp.

To find a superior headphone amplifier I had to go to the headphone amplifier inside the April Music
Eximus DP-1 ($3495). But when you listen to the Wadia’s headphone amplifier by itself, without the A/B
comparisons, it’s hard to fault its presentation.

121 and Counting

In my recent DAC survey in Issue 223 I noted that the $1000-to-$1500 arena has become one of the
most hotly contested segments of the market for USB DACs. The Wadia 121 further complicates a
potential purchaser’s buying dilemma by adding one more excellent DAC/ pre to the competition. While
I can’t say that the Wadia “blows away the competition,” I can state confidently that few, if any,
potential purchasers will be disappointed by the 121’s sonics or ergonomics. I know that I could happily
live with the Wadia 121—it’s that good.

Specs & Pricing
Type: DAC and headphone amplifier

Digital inputs: AES /EBU (XLR), coaxial (RCA and BNC), TosLink optical, USB B

Input data rates: 44.1kHz, 48kHz, 88.2kHz, 96kHz, 176.4kHz, 192kHz (up to 24 bits)

Analog outputs: One pair balanced (XLR), one pair unbalanced (RCA)

Dimensions: 2.7" x 8" x 8"

Price: $1299

WADIA
1556 Woodland Drive
Saline, MI 48176
(734) 786-9611
wadia.com(http://wadia.com)

Associated Equipment

Source Devices: MacPro model 1.1 Intel Xeon 2.66 GHz computer with 16GB of memory with OS
10.6.7, running iTunes 10.6.3 and Amarra 2.4.3 music playing software, Pure Music 1.85 and Audirana
Plus 1.35 music-playing software

DACs: Weiss DAC 202, April Music Eximus DP-1, Wyred4Sound Dac2, Empirical Audio Off-Ramp 5,
Human Audio Tabla USB converter

Amplifiers: Parasound A23, Bel Canto M-300, April Music Eximus S-1, Accuphase P-300

Loudspeakers: Aerial Acoustics 5B, ATC SC M7s, Silverline Minuet Supremes, Quad 11Ls, Role Audio
Kayaks, Velodyne DD+ 10 subwoofer

Headphones: Sennheiser HD 600, Grado RS-1, Ultimate Ears Reference Monitors, Beyer DT-880 (250
ohm), Audio-Technica ATH-W3000ANV, HiFiMan RE-272 in-ear monitors, Audio-Technica AD-900, Sol
Republic Tracks HD, B&W P3, Etymotic Research ER-4P, Shure SRH-1440, Stax SR-5, Stax Lambda
Pro, Stax SRM-1 Mk II

Cables and Accessories: Locus Design Polestar USB cable, Locus Design Nucleus USB cable,
Wireworld USB cable, Synergistic Research USB cable, PS Audio Quintet, AudioQuest CV 4.2 speaker
cable, AudioQuest Colorado interconnect, Cardas Clear interconnect, PS Audio PerfectWave I2S/HDMI
cable, Crystal Cable Piccolo interconnect, and Audioprism Ground Controls
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